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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: PAAJARVI, MAARKU

Age if under 18: Over 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: POLICE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 8 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: M PAAJARVI Date: 17/06/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement refers to a major incident, a fire at GRENFELL TOWER on the WEDNESDAY 14th

JUNE 2017 at approximately 0100 hours. CAD 482/14JUNEI7 refers.

I am Police Sergeant Markku PAAJARVI PS15BS. Jam based at KENSINGTON POLICE STATION

and have been working there for 2 years. I have been a Sergeant for 2 years.

On the TUESDAY 13th JUNE 2017 I was working a night shift 2200-0700 hours and was working the

role of BS3N. I was one of the duty Sergeants in charge of Response Team A at KENSINGTON POLICE

STATION. Our duty was to cover the BOROUGH of KENSINGTON and CHELSEA during our shift. At

approximately 0100 hours I was out on my own in an unmarked patrol car BS3N. I was parked by

SLOANE STREET where there had been a smash and grab robbery the previous night. Just after 0100

hours I heard a call on the radio where LONDON FIRE BRIGADE where calling for police assistance,

regarding a 6 pump fire at GRENFELL TOWER W10. A unit involving PC 119BS SANGHA and PC

612B5 REES were first on scene and I could hear in their voices that the incident was serious. The DUTY

OFFICER, INSPECTOR THATCHER started heading to the scene. I then remember PC SANGHA

declaring it a critical incident very soon after arriving at scene. Superintendent Paul WARNETT who was

the on call Superintendent on the night asked whether it is a major incident over the radio. INSPECTOR

THATCHER said wait two minutes as he is about to pull up at scene. Almost immediately after,

INSPECTOR THATCHER stated he can see the tower and that he is declaring it a major incident. I had

started to drive towards NOTTING BILL as I expected the incident could become very serious. On the

way there I asked INSPECTOR THATCHER whether he wanted me to join him at scene or run things at
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despatch channel. Inspector Thatcher told me to run BS. As the incident was getting more and more

serious I continued to drive towards the scene and on the way there liaised with controller to request more

units from our neighbouring Boroughs to either help at the Grenfell fire or to help with other calls on our

Borough. Before arriving at CLARENDON ROAD I told someone at control room that I was switching to

the PLON event channel where the incident was being run and requested them to private call me if there

was anything serious happening at Despatch 1. I never heard back from them.

I then received a call from INSPECTOR THATCHER requesting me to be in charge of CLARENDON

ROAD, W10 and act as BRONZE COMMAND. I arrived at CLARENDON ROAD, junction with

CORNWALL CRESCENT approximately 15 minutes after our first unit had arrived. My job was to try

and control all the arriving LAS and LFB units. I immediately noticed there was a large crowd by the

junction where you could see the Tower behind in flames. Some people were crying, in distress and some

on the floor hysterical. I immediately closed the junction with cordon tape and started stopping people of

entering the area further. I was aware the RVP point was around the bend by DULFORD STREET,

WALMER ROAD and at BOMORE STREET. I had numerous LFB units arriving down CORNWALL

CRESCENT and I allowed them access to the RVP. I was struggling to control the number of vehicles

coming through and I had started an Incident Management Log where I started to record the Emergency

service personnel who were entering the cordon. Whilst doing this I was managing a crowd of initially

approximately 20 people some of whom had family up in the tower. I had a numerous amount of people

trying to get through as they wanted to go and find their family. As the junction was wide approximately

30 metres, I was struggling to stop people entering the cordon and running through to the tower. Most

people were understanding I had a job to do. There were some who wanted to push past me and gave me

some abuse and some who simply ran past me. I requested more officers from any resource that were

arriving to the tower. I was worried that there were not enough officers by the tower but at the same time

if my cordon got breached there would be more issues for the officers by the tower as they would have to

deal with distressed family members looking for their loved ones. The LAS and LFB units were arriving

thick and fast. I realised there were some LAS units driving back from RVP as it was full. They asked me

where to park and I advised them to park their vehicles along CLARENDON ROAD but in a way so they

are not obstructing the route. I quickly ran around the bend so I could see BOMORE STREET in my own

eyes. I got up to DULFORD STREET, junction with VERITY CLOSE and realised there were no more

space for the arriving LFB units. I ran back and started advising the arriving LAS and LFB units to park

up along the CLARENDON ROAD. CLARENDON ROAD is a long road that runs from HOLLAND
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PARK AVENUE all the way to the junction with CORNWALL CRESCENT. I was still on my own and

trying my best to control the crowd that had grown to approximately 50 people. I vividly remember a

middle aged male who was on his phone and told me his family are up in the tower. He was calm and

kept telling me updates. When he first told me I relayed the information to main channel hoping the LFB

would go and locate the family. The last time I heard from the male was when he walked over and told

the people around The fire is inside the flat now and he calmly walked off down CLARENDON ROAD.

This was approximately 2 hours after 1 first spoke to him. I don't think he ever gave his name to me and I

believe the flat in question was Flat 153 on the 18th Floor. I also remember speaking to a middle aged

lady whose elderly father was stuck inside the lift. She told me her father had heart condition. I don't

know what happened to that lady of if the father was rescued or not. There were numerous other members

of the public that I spoke to and advised. Some wanted a hand around their shoulder and some wanted to

shout and scream at police and small minority who wanted to run through or even fight. The general

advice from LFB was that people in the flats should stay in there until evacuated by the LFB.

The arriving LAS units were all coming down CORNWALL CRESCENT towards CLARENDON

ROAD and as I was battling a large crowd on the cordon and unable to properly organise the units

arriving, they started to park their vehicles at the junction and some in the middle of the road. I was

getting increasingly frustrated with no one been able to help me and for a while I honestly thought I'm not

going to be able to get the LAS units out of CLARENDON ROAD. I remember telling GT control to pass

message to LAS as not to send their units down CORNWALL CRESCENT as there were too many crews

using CORNWALL CRESCENT as access route to CLARENDON ROAD. I was very concerned they

would gridlock the road/junction and advised them to use the length of CLARENDON ROAD by using

the other side roads. Fairly soon after the incident started I was told there are 3 double decker busses on

their way to take in evacuees and that they will be arriving to CLARENDON ROAD. I decided there

would simply not be enough space for them where I was positioned and requested for the busses to park

up further south on CLARENDON ROAD. I started to have people asking me where the busses where

and I directed them towards south on CLARENDON ROAD. At some point PC 151 BS MCCLELLAND

private called me and asked if I needed help. I tasked PC MCCLELLAND and PC DANIEL to come and

assist me on the cordon so I can organise the LAS and LFB units. Short while later both officers arrived

and I tasked PC MCCLELLAND to take over from me at the cordon. I gave him the IML log and

requested for him to sign in all emergency personnel arriving. I knew it would be very difficult for him as
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he still had the crowd of people to deal with. I advised him that 3 busses were arriving to CLARENDON

ROAD which could accommodate and reunite walking wounded as they came in. I also mentioned the

KENSINGTON LEISURE CENTRE was were evacuees were taken in but I had already made a decision

that I will not allow people to breach our cordon to get there as they would cause further problems by the

tower. The LEISURE CENTRE was just by the tower so it was ideal to house victims/evacuees and

eventually deceased but it was not good for distressed family members to go in as they would have to

walk through our RVP to get there. I advised PC MCCLELLAND that there were other refuge point

available to direct people to. I remember PORTOBELLO RUGBY CLUB being mentioned on the radio

and we agreed we would send anyone looking for their loved ones over there.

I then tasked PC 5848S DANIEL further up the road initially by the junction of BLENHEIM

CRESCENT as I had a steady stream of private vehicles coming towards the GRENFELL TOWER.

Some were concerned family members and some just people coming to have a look as near as possible to

the site. I tasked PC DANIEL to turn away those vehicles as they were causing an obstruction to

CLARENDON ROAD.

I then started to see how I was going to get all the LAS vehicles out as there were too many abandoned

vehicles in the middle of the road. Suddenly all the paramedics that had gone in 15-20 minutes prior

started arriving with walking wounded patients and some being carried on stretchers. It was clear to me

that many patients were critical or dying and it was paramount I get them out quickly. During a manic 15

minutes I somehow got the LAS units out and CLARENDON ROAD was clear again. This task was

made horrible by all the members of the public who were congregating by the walkway through estate

that took you directly to the Tower. They were approaching the paramedics and desperately trying to see

whether the patients being carried over were their loved ones. During the night I made several decisions

to allow people through our cordons who were not emergency personnel. I allowed Sainsbury's workers

who had a large amount of water with them to go through as I had heard from the radio that water was

needed for the evacuees and also for the LFB crews. As I had no officers to assist with carrying the water

I made a decision to allow those people through. I allowed a gas engineer to go through as he had been

called to cut off the gas. I allowed some other volunteers or charity workers to go through as they were

bringing water and blankets with them. Anyone who was in distress and just wanted to see the fire or to

go find their loved ones was not allowed to go through as they would only cause disruption at the site and

further dampen our efforts to save lives.
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Once CLARENDON ROAD was clear I drove with my unmarked police vehicle down CLARENDON

ROAD and made sure I knew where I will require units further down the line when I actually got them. I

made contact with one bus by BLENHEIM CRESCENT but none of the casualties had managed to make

their way to it yet. I returned to CORNWALL CRESCENT as the LAS units had started to arrive again

after dropping of their patients. I made sure PC DANIEL and PC MCCLELLAND were okay and knew

what their role was. On several occasions I made my way down to VERITY CLOSE and saw the horror

that was unfolding before our eyes. The tower had gone up in flames and numerous windows had people

waving flags and other objects to try and get help. I was worried about the safety of members of the

public at the end of the foot path by Verity Close and at some point tried to move them back but there

were too many of them and I had no one to assist me. There were heavy objects falling from the tower

and I pushed back as many people as I could. I also started to get people to the cordon, whom were family

members of residents who lived at flats down Camelford Walk and Clarendon Walk. I checked both areas

to make sure there was no fire at location and advised people to get behind our cordons. Again on my

own I struggled to move the majority of the people. I allowed few people that had arrived at the cordon

who had an elderly family member down at the flats by Camelford Walk to go through and get them out.

At that point there was no order from LFB to evacuate Camelford Walk and Clarendon Walk. During the

incident that went along all night I struggle to remember the times when certain events happened and I'm

not sure of the chronological order of events. I think I was on my own for the first hour on CLARENDON

ROAD and eventually got help from PC DANIEL and PC MCCLELLAND. 1-2 hours later the odd unit

from other Boroughs started to arrive and also a Trojan Unit and BTP unit. I tasked most units to go

directly to RVP and liaise with Silver INSPECTOR THATCHER. Eventually there where so many

carriers that I started to use them at CLARENDON ROAD to help out with crowd control, assisting with

patients being brought in from the tower and at cordons. During the early hours of the morning,

INSPECTOR THATCHER requested m to escort 3 busses to near the tower for evacuees. I met the

busses at HOLLAND PARK AVENUE and escorted them via ST ANNE VILLAS to ST ANNE ROAD.

By MORTIMER SQUARE it became clear that the buses would not be able to go any further as the road

was so narrow and there were emergency vehicles parked on both sides of the road. I parked the buses up

by MORTIMER SQUARE where they could still turn around and updated GT of their whereabouts.

INSPECTOR THATCHER then private called me and stated that there were a further 20 LFB units on

their way to location. It was clear that, emergency vehicles in those numbers arriving at CLAENDEN

ROAD would not be sustainable. INSPECTOR THATCHER requested that I close down LADBROKE
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GROVE between BLENHEIM CRESCENT and OXFORD GARDENS. We could then use that stretch of

road to park up LFB units arriving to replace the units at scene. I immediately tasked CW20 to go to

BLENHEIM CRESCENT and I made my way to OXFORD GARDENS to close the road. I used my

unmarked police vehicle to close the road by OXFORD GARGENS and CW20 did the same at

BLENHEIM CRESCENT. 5 minutes later 2 carriers arrived and I briefed both carrier Sergeants of where

I wanted them. Very quickly LADBROKE GROVE was cleared and there was plenty of space for the

arriving LFB units.

I then went again to CLARENDON ROAD and made sure the serial Sergeants knew where they needed

to be and what their role was.

I then got a call from 192BS RIGG stating that the BOROUGH COMMANDER required picking up

from HOLLAND PARK TUBE STATION and required taking to KENSINGTON POLICE STATION at

0655 hours. I went to personally pick up Ma'am O'CONNOR from the station and drove her to

KENSINGTON POLICE STATION. I gave her a briefing of what had occurred and what was required

from early turn in regards to replacement for our staff/our vehicles and also the welfare of our staff. On

request from MA'AM O'CONNOR I went and briefed early turn duty officer A/INS PLUMMER and

CHIEF INSPECTOR MAHAFFEY. After the briefing I was on my way down to go back to the scene but

CHIEF INSPECTOR MAHAFFEY and A/INS PLUMMER requested that I stay in so they can use my

vehicle. I then proceeded to write up the duty officer's handover and started calling officers still down at

the scene to make sure they were okay and all accounted for. Once I had spoken to everyone I assisted

A/PS WALKER with a board to mark up where the RVP, Refuge centres, LAS and LFB units were as

well as advising what radio channels were in use. I tried to the best of my knowledge advice where the

cordons were and were the arriving morning serials should be directed.

I then proceeded to the canteen and stayed with my officers returning from the scene and checked their

welfare as well as stayed at the debrief s. It was clear that all of my officers who had to deal with the

worst fire that had struck London in living memory were suffering from shock, exhaustion, smoke

inhalation and some with cuts to their hands from breaking down doors during the evacuation. Once the

last officers had returned and had been debriefed I left the station at approximately 1200 hours.

This incident is the worst incident I have ever had to deal with as a police officer. During the night and

seeing GRENF'ELL TOWER on fire and gradually the realisation that it will burn out and that the fire

brigade are unable to put the fire out has had a lasting effect on me. Whilst the tower was burning behind

me I was certain it will collapse and the images of Twin Towers were in my mind. At some point during
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the night, I believe approximately 0300 hours the advice from the fire brigade command changed from

advising for people to stay inside their flats to advise that people should self evacuate. For me this meant

that fire brigade could not go and save anybody as the fire was out of control. I knew at that stage that the

death toll would be enormous as it was clear from screaming family members and the actual victims still

in their windows that there was no way

out.

On my return to station that morning I was suffering from shock and the realisation of the event had not

sunk in. I smelled of smoke and had a sore throat from the smoke that I had inhaled all night. The flashing

images of people shouting at me to save people from the tower and accusing the police of not doing

enough to save them was hard to take. At the same time I was fully aware that police officers were not

allowed in the tower and that helping those coming out and stopping those wanting to get in was our main

job and a job that had to be done. I also felt guilt that I never managed to get as far as the actual tower due

to another task always presenting itself before I managed to get there. Looking back I know if I had gone

there I would have ended up dealing with the chaos and never returned to CLARENDON ROAD where I

was tasked by INSPECTOR THATCHER to organise the arriving emergency units.

This statement was written during SATURDAY 17th JUNE and SUNDAY 18th JUNE and 3-4 days after

the incident at GRENFELL TOWER. After the incident, I or my team were physically and mentally

unable to write anything, therefore after debriefing them I allowed everyone to go home. SATURDAY

17th JUNE was our first day back in after the incident. The incident is still fresh in my mind however I

struggle to remember exact times and the chronological order of events. Markku PAAJARVI PS 15BS
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